
Local Effects

Wind



Stability

Atmospheric stability over open 

water is largely determined by the 

temperature difference between 

the water and the air.



When warm air moves over colder 

water, the water cools the air near 

the sea surface.

This creates a stable pattern where 

the colder heavier air is below and 

the warmer lighter is above.



In this situation there is no 

tendency for the surface air to 

rise or the warmer air aloft to 

sink. This is a stable pattern.



However, when cold air moves 

over warmer water the lower 

layer is heated.

This warm air is lighter than the 

colder air aloft and begins to 

rise. This is an unstable pattern



Winds aloft are generally 

stronger than at the surface due 

to friction effects.

In stable situations the upper 

winds slide over the blanket of  

cooler air near the surface.



When the air is unstable, 

updrafts and downdrafts occur 

as the colder air sinks and 

replaces the warm air below. 

Strong downdrafts can cause 

gusty winds.



Additionally, in an unstable pattern 

the stronger upper winds can be 

dragged down to the surface as the 

cold and warm layers mix.



Lee Effects

When winds blow against a 

steep shoreline bluff or over 

rugged terrain onto the water 

surface, gusty turbulent winds 

result.



Eddies often form downwind 

of  the cliff  face which create 

stationary zones of  stronger 

and lighter winds.





The zones of strong winds are 

fairly predictable and usually 

remain stationary as long as the 

wind direction and stability of 

the airstream do not change. 



The lighter winds, which 

occur in areas called wind 

shadows, can vary in speed 

and direction, particularly 

downwind of  higher cliffs.



Friction Effects

The winds that blow well above 

ground level are not strongly 

influenced by terrain. At lower 

levels however, friction decreases 

wind speed and changes the 

direction slightly. 





The reduced winds turn more 

sharply toward lower pressure. 

With the wind at your back, 

the direction turns counter-

clockwise (backs) and blows 

more directly toward the lower 

pressure. This effect is greater 

over land due to terrain.



When the shoreline is to the 

right of  the prevailing wind 

direction, the wind over the 

land and the wind over the 

water will collide, creating a 

band of  25% stronger winds 

just offshore. 





Coastal Divergence occurs 

when the shoreline is to the left 

of  the prevailing wind direction, 

the wind over the land and the 

wind over the water separate, 

creating a band of  25% weaker 

winds just offshore.





Corner Winds

When wind flows around a 

steep island, if  the shoreline is 

to the right of  the prevailing 

wind direction, it will experience 

stronger winds than the 

opposite shore.



Some wind also flows up and 

over the island, creating gusty 

and turbulent winds on its 

downwind or lee side.



When the shore is to the left 

the wind will be weakened by 

the effect of  coastal divergence.

Some wind also flows up and 

over the island, creating gusty 

and turbulent winds on its 

downwind or lee side. 





Gap Winds

When winds are forced to blow 

through a narrow opening or gap, 

such as through an inlet or between 

two islands, the wind speed will 

increase and may even double in 

strength. This effect is called 

funneling.



These modified winds are called 

Gap Winds.



The constricted channels not 

only increase wind speeds but 

also strengthen tidal currents. 



Care is necessary when the 

increased winds are directed 

against strong tidal currents. The 

resulting steep breaking waves 

may produce much rougher 

waters than in more open areas.



Gap Winds



Onshore winds tend to be 

blocked by mountain ranges 

along the B.C. coast. However, 

where passes exist, strong winds 

blow through the opening and 

down the other side. 

“Qualicums”



These gap winds will be 

stronger on the lee side of  

the mountains.



The mountain ridge forming 

the backbone of  Vancouver 

Island has an opening from 

Barkley Sound to Qualicum 

Beach. The wind follows 

Alberni Inlet and through the 

pass to the Strait of  Georgia.



These winds, “Qualicums”, 

usually spring up during the 

afternoon on a hot summer day. 

At night and during the early 

morning when the air is stable, 

wind flowing through the pass 

does not drop to ground level. 



However, with daytime heating 

turbulence mixes the air mass 

and brings the stronger winds 

aloft down to the surface. It may 

be clear and calm in the morning 

but suddenly in the afternoon, 

southwesterly winds up to 40kts 

may hit the Qualicum Bay area.



The zone of strong winds is 

about 2 miles wide, often 

reaching the northern tip of 

Lasqueti Island. Here the winds 

diminish and turn southward 

into Sabine Channel or along 

the west coast of Texada Island. 



SISTERS ISLETS is the only 

weather station that observes the 

“Qualicum”.

Sisters Islets Weather Report

http://weather.gc.ca/marine/weatherConditions-currentConditions_e.html?mapID=02&siteID=14305&stationID=WGT


The “Qualicum”



Sea Breeze

Sun warms the land. Air above 

the land expands, rises, forms 

low pressure at the surface.

Air over the water has higher 

pressure, so air flows in towards 

the low, creating a sea breeze.



Diagram of a Sea Breeze



Sea breezes that blow near an 

irregular coastline with a 

number of  bays and islands 

behave differently than they do 

elsewhere and can pose a 

challenge to mariners. 



In the morning, air flows from 

the water toward the land 

wherever the two touch. This 

can create strange breezes 

around islands and cause the 

winds in a bay to blow in 

several different directions. 



As the day progresses, sea 

breezes start to blow as if  the 

coastline is straight: that is, 

more directly inland. This 

creates calm conditions in areas 

hidden behind an island or 

protected by a spit of  land. 



In the late afternoon, when the 

wind has sped up, areas that 

were calm will experience the 

same conditions as their 

neighbours. 





Sea breeze forming on all shores 
of  an island results in an “Island 

Breeze”.

Sailors can use the resulting 
cloud formation to locate land 

on long ocean journeys.



ISLAND BREEZE



Land Breeze

After dark, land temperature 

drops. If  it drops below that of  

the water, the air above the land 

becomes more dense than the 

air over the water. 



The denser air has higher 

pressure, so air flows from land 

to sea – a land breeze.



Land Breeze



Katabatic and Anabatic Winds

Day – the sides of  a valley 

become warmer than the valley 

bottoms due to sun exposure. 

Winds blow upslope as a result. 

This is an anabatic wind. 



Gentle slopes, especially south 

facing, heat more efficiently 

than a steep, narrow inlet. As a 

result winds will be stronger in 

the wider valleys.



Night - the air cools and sinks 

to the valley floor. In coastal 

inlets the cold air flows down 

the slope and out to sea. These 

are drainage winds or katabatic

winds. Katabatic winds are 

gusty and usually stronger than 

the daytime anabatic winds.



At anchor in a calm secluded 

cove, the onset of  night time 

gusty downslope winds can be 

an unpleasant surprise.



These mountain valley winds can 

contribute to land and sea 

breezes resulting in increased 

wind speeds.



Katabatic/Anabatic Winds



Summer Storms



From May to September the semi 

permanent Pacific high pressure 

area off  California strengthens 

and moves northward. This 

deflects the storm track into the 

northern Gulf  of  Alaska.



Summer storms are not as intense 

as winter ones because the contrast 

between the warm and cold air is 

not as strong as in the winter 

months. As a result the frontal 

systems moving onto Vancouver 

Island are weaker.



The prevailing winds in the summer 

are from the northwest and will 

occasionally reach gale force.



Summer Fronts

The winds in advance of  the front 

are generally from the southeast in 

The Strait of  Georgia and east in 

Juan de Fuca. 

The front is usually accompanied 

by a narrow band of  cloud and 

light rain along the West Coast.



As the front crosses the Island, the 

rain area often disappears and the 

clouds begin to dissipate.

Behind the front pressures rise as 

the ridge rebuilds along the coast 

producing northwest winds in the 

Strait of  Georgia.



In spring or early summer, 

development of  strong winds is 

possible since the fronts still retain 

some of  the strength of  winter 

storms. In fact, one of  the 

strongest winds recorded at 

Sandheads was northwest 53kts in 

March 1975.



Mariners can easily be caught 

unaware as there are few indicators 

of  impending changes. The front 

may have little, if  any cloud 

associated. Behind the front, 

pressures rise rapidly with a sudden 

increase in wind to gusty northwest 

gales.



In this situation, close monitoring 

of  the weather forecasts is 

necessary for an early warning of  

these potentially dangerous wind 

conditions.



Once or twice a year, there is a 

situation which develops in quite a 

different manner. 



In March or April, while the 

interior of  BC is enjoying unusually 

high temperatures, a frontal system 

may move onto the south coast 

followed by cold air that has 

travelled around a low offshore.



As the cold air reaches the coast, 

pressures rise rapidly. Winds 

increase from 10-15kts to southerly 

50-60kts within an hour and then 

diminish just as rapidly. This 

episode may only last a few hours 

but is potentially very dangerous.



Lee Troughs



The usual summer circulation 

pattern is a high pressure area over 

the eastern Pacific and a trough of  

low pressure in the southern 

interior. This trough is a thermal 

trough which forms after 

prolonged heating.



The thermal trough will cause an 

easterly flow aloft which forms a 

lee trough just west of  the coastal 

mountain ranges, often over the 

Strait of  Georgia and to the west 

of  Vancouver Island.



Winds associated with this pattern 

are generally strong northwesterly 

offshore but light through Juan de 

Fuca and Georgia. Some of  the 

warmest temperatures recorded in 

this region occur with a Lee 

Trough. 



The trough may persist for several 

days until a disturbance from the 

Pacific moves eastward, forcing the 

ridge of  high pressure closer to the 

coast. The trough will break down 

and strong northwest winds will 

spread onto the west coast of  the 

island.



Strong westerlies, at times gale 

force, will flow into Juan de Fuca 

and become strong southerlies as 

they enter the southern end of  the 

Strait of  Georgia.



Stratus Surge

When a lee trough exists along the 

west coast of  the island with light 

winds extending offshore, a 

potentially dangerous phenomenon 

can occur.



Fog and low stratus along the 

northern California coast begin to 

slowly move northward and may 

reach Vancouver Island. As the 

stratus and fog move northward the 

winds change from light easterlies 

to strong southerlies. 



This phenomenon is mainly 

confined to the west coast of  the 

island and the west entrance to 

Juan de Fuca and does not affect 

inner coastal waters.



Water Spouts



A waterspout is a rotating funnel of  

cloud that extends down from the 

base of  a thunderstorm cloud.

The first sign that a waterspout may 

form is when the cloud sags down 

in one area.



If  the bulge continues downward to 

the sea surface, forming a vortex 

beneath it, sea water will be carried 

aloft 20 or 30 metres.

Waterspouts look like tornadoes but 

are not as severe and usually last 

only 10 or 15 minutes. 



End (Week 2)


